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Are you considering Information Technology and Systems as your major or career? It takes

three minutes to read this book description. This will be the best three minutes you will spend

reading anything today.It’s because... the information supplied in this peer-reviewed book is

extremely powerful. This book, co-authored by over 20 top professors, gives you the ability and

confidence to make an informed major/career choice.So, you don’t know what you can do with

a major in Information Technology and Systems? You don’t know why study Information

Technology and Systems?You don’t know what the research issues and scholarship

opportunities are in Information Technology and Systems?You are confused about the career

options in Information Technology and Systems?Don’t worry. We know choosing a career path

is a major decision, but that’s why we have co-authored this book to help you.Save Your Time

and Your Parents’ Money in Extra TuitionHow open-minded are you about receiving expert

career advice from the top Information Technology and Systems professors? Remember - for

your career success, it doesn't matter what you study, it matters WHY you study.Make no

mistake; this book is NOT about boring theories. We have introduced this book to change your

superficial perceptions about Information Technology and Systems.Why spend semesters after

semester figuring it out when this detailed and helpful book can streamline the process for you

in just a couple of hours? Save your time and your parents’ money in extra tuition. Who Says

Information Technology and Systems Is Not for You?It’s now time to hear what the top experts

in Information Technology and Systems have to say and make an informed decision

yourself.All you need to do is give this book a try, and see it yourself if Information Technology

and Systems is really for you.We are sure your own perspectives about Information Technology

and Systems will significantly change once you read our expert and honest advice.We Promise

You Won’t Be DisappointedThere are two types of students in this world: those who listen to all

those dream-stealers and make a career decision based on impulse and emotions (and regret

later), and those who are prepared to do their own research (and make an informed career

decision).The good news is we have done this research for you. So what is the harm in reading

our expert advice & insights and confidently choose Information Technology and Systems as

your major/career path?If you decide to give this book a try, then we promise you won’t be

disappointed. We repeat – this is the only career guide in Information Technology and Systems

you will ever need.You Need Help To Make the Right DecisionTake this book as an investment

in your career. You need help to make the right decision with complete confidence about your

major/career which will impact the next 40 years of your life.Take charge of your career in

Information Technology and Systems with just 1-Click at the top of this page.
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Sandy, “Is IT for you? – At some level it has to be.. Bottom line first. This is the best introduction

to a career in IT I’ve seen (I’ve seen a lot).Considering IT as a major, minor or background are

the only real options. Leaving IT out of your education is tantamount to not being able to read.

It has to be in your educational program somewhere.I’ve met some good people who can’t

read. They typically plant rice on small farms they inherited in Southern Vietnam and their

children read the labels on things like fertilizer and other farm products. I’ve also met a few

men in the California State criminal justice program who couldn’t read – they were in jail at the

time. Likewise they got along without reading but not too well. And I have met a few people in

business and the arts who don’t know anything about IT. Guess what? They don’t do as well

as those who do.My favorite singer has her own web page (pjaestanley.com). She works with

musicians internationally exchanging music and cuts digitally when writing and developing new

songs. She has a busy successful artistic career and uses IT to enhance her success.And the

IT beat goes on…We are immersed in IT, yet do you really understand what the possibilities

are for a career in IT? Is it for you? Why would you be a good candidate for a career in IT?

Why would IT be a good candidate for your career? All good and necessary questions

needing answers if you’re considering a college/university degree. This is a well written, well

thought out, well presented (yes I like it a lot) excellent in-depth book on the state of education

in IT. It gives you a good overview of your options then moves on to show a deeper look at

many of those options.Written by a diverse group of professors who approach the topic from

very different and important perspectives this book is a treasure trove of information about the

study of, and degrees in, IT. Because IT is so pervasive in today’s world the editors of this

book added chapters from their other books on Business Management and Marketing –

specifically Interactive Marketing – so you get some appropriate added information.Is IT a

lonely or an inter-personal job? By reading this book you will see how truly, it is up to you –

your choice. Professor Bob Hurt, PhD says IT is the “glue” that binds the organization

together. Perhaps he should have said it is the glue that binds EVERY organization together.



You can be the person deeply involved in creating and running systems, or that ‘go-to’ person

who everyone just about worships when you solve their problems be the problem how to create

an international billion dollar system or get their email working at their desk.The issue facing

the undergraduate or post graduate is what type of IT career would you like – and where do

you get the information to begin to make those decisions. Right here; this book is the place I

highly recommend you start with.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “nice for it students. Information Technology and Systems for the Curious!

OMG!! Guys – I am totally honest here but you would never get to read a peer-reviewed book

like this one for this price. I wanted to work in this field and was considering this major.

However, I was not sure if Information Technology and Systems was for me. So, I bought this

book. Every chapter was so intriguing that I finished the whole book in one go! I was very much

impressed with the quality of the book. Some people might even say that you get all the

information on the Internet these days. But my question is – where else would you get such

original perspectives from multiple top professors in one place? Where else would you get

information from the top minds of the world which you can trust? Why consider a career in this

field? Why study Information Technology and Systems after all? Guys – I am again totally

honest here – the answers are found in the book “Information Technology and Systems for the

Curious””

Nathan, “Great Book! Great Price!. I liked this book on Information Technology and Systems.

This book helped me clearly understand what actually Information Technology and Systems is.

For just $10, this peer-reviewed/academic book is a real bargain. I was confused as to what to

choose for my undergraduate major and this book opened up my eyes. I found this book also

useful for graduate or PhD studies. The good thing is that - there are so many top professors

writing the insightful chapters in plain English for the students like myself. I think it will save the

students (and their parents) thousands of dollars because changing the major again and again

will cost them lots of money. I showed this book to my parents and they were glad I bought it.

Yes - I highly recommend it. It will be a major decision of your life – if you are considering a

career in this field, you must know why study Information Technology and Systems.”

Chaunice, “Answers are in the book but I can say with 100% conviction that you will not be

disappointed by buying this book. Being a career adviser, I know how important this book is for

the students and grads. Why study IT? Answers are in the book but I can say with 100%

conviction that you will not be disappointed by buying this book. In fact, many college students

change their majors and it simply wastes their time (and of course their parents' money). If you

buy this book, you will be able to save thousands of dollars for your parents in tuition fees.

Graduating months earlier means you will have more opportunity. I read chapter by chapter

and found all the chapters very insightful. Look at the universities - all the professors come

from top universities, and they offer very insightful tips. Trust me - IT for the Curious is a must-

read book for the students and people who are undecided about their career options.”

Ade, “I read the book with great interest. Tens of top professors have openly expressed .... I am

curious about the career in Information Technology and Systems and sure, this book is for me.

I read the book with great interest. Tens of top professors have openly expressed their views to

help the curious people like myself. What I mostly liked was the fact that I could picture myself

in this career field. Surely, I will get some experience and will do further studies in this area,

possibly a PhD. To be honest, I wouldn’t have known anything about it if I hadn’t read the book.



So, guys – you would be better off spending some money for this book rather than being

undecided as to what to study for your college major or career. If you are seriously considering

a career in Information Technology and Systems, I highly recommend this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “What a waste of my time and my parents’ hard-earned money. When I

read this book – I wanted to say WHY NOT STUDY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY &

SYSTEMS. Every chapter is so powerful! Rather than getting a perspective from a single

author, this book offers multiple perspectives. Another notable thing is that this book has been

co-authored by top university professors mostly from the USA. To be honest, I had to change

my major three times before finally settling on this major. What a waste of my time and my

parents’ hard-earned money? I wish I read this book when choosing my major. Having read this

book, I am now confident about my career in INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & SYSTEMS.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 8 people have provided feedback.
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